Let M be a compact, unit volume, Riemannian manifold with boundary. In this paper we study the homology of a randomČech-complex generated by a homogeneous Poisson process in M . Our main results are two asymptotic threshold formulas, an upper threshold above which theČech complex recovers the k-th homology of M with high probability, and a lower threshold below which it almost certainly does not. These thresholds are close together in the sense that they have the same leading term. Here k is positive and strictly less than the dimension d of the manifold.
Introduction
Randomly generated simplicial complexes and their topology have recently attracted a lot of attention. The survey article by Bobrowski and Kahle [BK18] collects together results and provides a wealth of open problems in this field. Here we focus on understanding the homology of random geometric complexes. While this topic was first studied in [Rob06] (see also [LM06] ) our results build directly on [BO19] and [BW17] .
Much of the current interest in the topology of random simplicial complexes is due to applications to topological data analysis, where random complexes can serve as null models when interpreting the topology of complexes on data sets. In the context of manifold learning, a non-linear dimension reduction technique, one is interested in recovering the structure of low dimensional manifolds embedded in high dimensional space. Studying topological properties of the underlying manifold, such as homology, can inform the choices of hyperparameters in this dimension reduction technique [PC17, TSL00] . In the specific context of persistent homology, one of the main tools of topological data analysis, one adopts a multiscale approach to the study of the homology of randomly sampled data from a manifold. Understanding the conditions for which the topology of a complex built from a random sample coincides with the homology of the underlying manifold informs which bars in the multiscale barcode invariant relate to inherent features of the underlying manifold. For surveys of persistent homology see [ZC04, EH10, OPT + 17] and for work in stochastic persistent homology [BKS17] .
Various flavours of random simplicial complexes are present in the literature, which can include or exclude geometric considerations. Random simplicial complexes that extend the notion of a random graph in the sense of Erdös-Rényi to higher dimensional complexes are not constrained by an underlying geometry [Kah14] . In contrast, we shall work with the random simplicial complex realised by theČech complex associated to a Poisson point process on a Riemannian manifold and ask the question when the topology of the simplicial complex approximates that of the manifold.
The question of recovering the topology of a space from a finite sample has been studied in [NSW08, CCSL09] and [BO19, BW17] in differing contexts. In [NSW08] the authors consider submanifolds in Euclidean space and use the metric of the ambient Euclidean space when building theČech complex. They provide explicit conditions to recover the homology of the manifold with high confidence. Naturally these explicit conditions are dependent on the curvature and nearness to self-intersection of the embedded manifold. In contrast we are in the context of [BO19, BW17] , we base the construction of theČech complex on an intrinsic metric of the manifold independent of any embedding. Our work studies asymptotic properties and the phase transition for which one can recover the homology with high probability when increasing the size of point sample and decreasing the radius over which the associated complex is constructed. Specifically, we will give an answer to the problem posed in the survey article [BK18] about extending the homological connectivity theory established for closed Riemannian manifolds in [BO19] , to Riemannian manifolds with boundary.
A principal advantage of studying asymptotics is that results rely on fewer assumptions on the underlying manifold from which the point process is sampled. Our main result like that of [BO19] thus only has dependence on the dimension of the underlying manifold and the homological dimension one wishes to recover. Our argument follows a similar framework to the argument presented in [BO19] and [BW17] . We will need to develop completely new arguments to take into account the effect of the boundary.
Our main result is stated with respect to the term Λ := nω d r d , the expected number of points of a uniform Poisson process of intensity n lying in a d-dimensional radius r ball. Depending on the asymptotic behaviour of the Λ, the associatedČech complex at scale r built on the point process exhibits different behaviours. There are three distinct regimes of behaviour for Λ as n → ∞, r → 0. In the subcritical regime (Λ → 0) the connectivity of theČech complex is very sparse and mostly disconnected, with the number of connected components growing at the same rate as the number of points. In the critical regime (Λ → λ ∈ (0, ∞)) theČech complex is sufficiently connected to exhibit non-trivial homology. However the number of connected components still grows linearly with the number of points. In the supercritical regime (Λ → ∞) for sufficiently large Λ theČech complex is connected, and for even larger Λ the point cloud covers the underlying manifold with high probability.
Analysis in the supercritical regime yields a sequence of increasing thresholds, (homological connectivity thresholds), such that if Λ is greater than the k th threshold theČech complex recovers the k th homology of the underlying closed manifold with high probability. The intermediate homological connectivity thresholds interpolate between the thresholds for more commonly studied properties, from the 0 th homology which detects connectivity up to the d th homology which detects coverage. We produce homological connectivity thresholds in the supercritical regime for which theČech complex recovers the homology of a smooth compact manifold with non-trivial boundary.
The non-trivial boundary has a significant impact on the homological connectivity thresholds. As far as we know, our study of manifolds with boundary has uncovered a previously unobserved phenomenon occuring close to the boundary. Our analysis shows that close to the boundary a large number of spurious k-cycles appear which are not homological cycles inherent to the k th homology of the underlying manifold. This phenomenon determines that the homological connectivity thresholds for manifolds with boundary are larger than those for a closed manifold. We attain the following result: ) log n + 2k log log n + w(n), 0 Λ = (2 − 2 d ) log n + 2(k − 2 − (k + 1 − 1 d )) log log n − w(n), Note that when simplified the coefficient of the second order term in the lower threshold, 2( 1 d − 3), is independent of the homological dimension k. We state the coefficient of the second order term of the lower threshold of our theorem in unsimplified form to make an easy comparison to the lower thresholds established by Bobrowski and Weinberger in [BW17] and by Bobrowski and Oliveira in [BO19] , who studied the case when M is a d-dimensional torus and when M is an arbitrary compact closed Riemannian manifold respectively. With the same setup for our Theorem on a closed Riemannian manifold the corresponding thresholds for 1 ≤ k ≤ d − 1 are computed to be: lim n→∞ P(H k (C(n, r)) ∼ = H k (M )) =    1 Λ = log n + k log log n + w(n), 0 Λ = log n + (k − 2) log log n − w(n),
We see that the leading term for both the upper and lower bounds are nearly twice as large as in the case of manifolds with boundaries. At the end of the paper we provide an intuitive explanation as to why the presence of a boundary results in differences in the homological connectivity thresholds.
Outline
Our argument follows the same structure as the arguments presented in [BO19, BW17] . There are several key ideas in this framework. The first essential idea is to bound the number of homological cycles of a complex by counting the critical points of an associated Morse function. This simplifies the task of counting global phenomena of homological cycles to the purely local considerations which determine critical points of a Morse function.
In order to compute bounds for the number of critical points we require a change of variables integral formula, the Blaschke-Petkantschin formula. This change of variable formula facilitates computing the expected number of critical points induced by the distance function of a Poisson point process.
Within our argument we adapt results which apply to closed manifolds to manifolds with boundary. We use the double manifold as a canonical closed manifold in which our manifold with boundary is embedded. This trick allows us to translate results for closed manifolds to manifolds with boundary.
In Section 2 we collate results from the theory of point processes, define our asymptotic notation and also collect Riemannian volume estimates which we use in order to produce bounds in the later sections.
Section 3 provides a brief introduction to classical Morse theory. Since the distance function induced by a point process is not necessarily smooth we also provide the necessary results from [GR97] which describe Morse theory for a wider class of functions to which the distance function belongs, the so-called min-type functions.
In Section 4 we derive a coverage result for Riemannian manifolds with boundary. This coverage result is required to establish the upper homological connectivity thresholds.
We introduce in Section 5 the change of variables formulae we require in later sections to compute bounds on the number of critical points. These formulae are also used in Section 8 in order to bound the variance of the number of critical points.
Section 6 is dedicated to computing an upper bound for the expected number of critical points using the tools and results provided in previous sections. This upper bound on the number of critical points is used to produce an upper threshold for the homological connectivity in terms of Λ.
In Section 7 we identify a special class of critical point which induce erroneous homological cycles, (homological cycles which are not inherent to the underlying manifold). We produce a lower bound for the expected number of this type of critical points. This lower bound is used to produce a lower threshold for the homological connectivity in terms of Λ.
Section 8 bounds the variance of the number of occurences of the special type of homological cycles established in Section 7. We show that the variance is small and so with high probability the number of erroneous cycles behaves like the expected number of erroneous cycles.
Finally in Section 9 we calculate homological connectivity thresholds given the computed bounds on the number of critical points. We compare and contrast the homological connectivity thresholds for Riemannian manifolds with boundary we have calculated to those in [BO19] for closed manifolds. We indicate how the geometric difference in the two situations inform the difference in the thresholds.
Background
In this section we shall provide a summary of the background theory on which we build our proofs. Results in this section are well documented so will mostly be stated without proof although references are provided for those who seek further details.
Homology and Complexes
Homology is a measure of complexity of a topological space. It is an algebraic invariant that has proved a powerful tool in the study of geometry. A thorough introduction can be found in [Hat02] far more comprehensive than the brief overview of basic homology theory we present for the unfamiliar reader.
At it's most basic level, the homology of a space can be thought of as a sequence of abelian groups, where the k th group summarises topological information about the k-dimensional subspaces. This algebraic summary is an incomplete invariant for homotopic spaces, that is to say, homotopic spaces have isomorphic homology groups, although it is possible for non-homotopic spaces to have isomorphic homology groups.
For the purposes of this paper we shall consider homology over coefficients in a field, in which case the algebraic summary is a sequence of vector spaces. Equally in this setting one can consider our algebraic summary as a sequence of integers corresponding to the dimensions of these vector spaces, known as the Betti numbers of the space.
In order to make a topological space amenable to computation, we introduce a purely combinatorial object known as a simplicial complex. A simplicial complex prescribes the construction of a space out of simplices in which one glues together vertices, edges, triangles, tetrahedra and their higher dimensional analogues. The following definition describes a simplicial complex constructed from a point process on a metric space. Definition 2.1. (Čech Complex) Let P be a collection of points in a metric space (M, ρ). Define a one parameter family C(P, r) of simplicial complexes on vertex set P associated to this collection of points as follows: Suppose that the finite intersections of sets in U are empty or contractible, then theČech complex C(P, r) is homotopy equivalent to M .
The Nerve Lemma gives us a guarantee that for a suitably dense point process on a metric space and a well chosen radius r we will be able to recover the homology of the underlying space.
Poisson Point Processes
We shall introduce in this section the notion of a general Poisson point process. Let us remark here that although later discussions will use uniformly distributed processes (with respect to the volume measure), this is merely a point of convenience. Since we are considering compact manifolds, more general distributions will only effect our results up to some constant factor. Definition 2.3. (General Poisson Point Process) [Bad07] Let (M, F, µ) be a measure space with M a compact metric space, F a collection of measurable sets, and measure µ which is finite on compact sets and with no atoms. The Poisson process on M of intensity measure µ is a point process on M such that:
1. For every compact set K ⊂ M the number of points N (K) lying in K follows a Poisson distribution with mean µ(K);
A salient feature of Poisson point processes is the following independence result, Theorem 2.4. We shall use this result in our calculations to compute bounds on the number of critical points of the distance function from the point process which correspond to simplices of the associatedČech complex.
Theorem 2.4. (Palm Theory) [Pen03] Let (X, ρ) be a metric space, f : X → R a probability density and P n a Poisson process on X with intensity λ n = nf . If h(Y, X ) is a measurable function for all finite subsets Y ⊂ X ⊂ X d+1 with |Y| = k + 1 then:
where Y is a set of k + 1 i.i.d points in X with density f .
Corollary 2.5. Let (X, ρ) be a metric space, f : X → R a probability density and P n a Poisson process on X with intensity λ n = nf . If h(Y, X ) is a measurable function for all finite subsets Y ⊂ X ⊂ X d+1 with |Y| = k + 1 then:
where Y = Y 1 ∪ Y 2 is a set of 2k − j i.i.d points in X with density f , with |Y 1 ∩ Y 2 | = j and Y independent of P n .
Asymptotic Notation
We shall use the following set of notation to denote different asymptotic behaviours of functions f, g:
) if if there is a constant C and n 0 ∈ N such that |f (n)| ≥ C|g(n)| for all n > n 0 Moreover we shall use the f (n) = O(g 1 (n), g 2 (n)) := O(g 1 (n) + g 2 (n)), to emphasise when our bounding functions are coming from distinct calculations.
Riemannian Volumes
A major portion of our later proofs require us to bound various Riemannian volumes by their Euclidean counterparts in order to control the asymptotic behaviour of the Betti numbers. In this section we shall provide these approximations of Riemannian volumes. Let us denote a smooth Riemannian manifold as the pair (M, g) and consider the case when M is compact, of dimension d, and the metric g is smooth. An introduction to Riemannian Geometry can be found for example in [Lee13] .
A smooth metric is a smoothly varying inner product on the tangent space g : T p M × T p M → R and therefore endows the tangent space at each point with a norm. We define the length of a path using g by integrating over the norm of its velocity. We shall use ρ(p 1 , p 2 ) to denote the shortest path length between two points p 1 , p 2 on our manifold.
Let us denote the open ball of radius r about a point p on our manifold as B r (p), and the sphere of radius r about p as S r (p). If we are considering a collection of points P then we denote the union of open balls of radius r centred at each point as B r (P) := p∈P B r (p).
The exponential map exp p : T p M → M is defined by exp p (v) = γ(1) where γ is the unique geodesic in M withγ(0) = v. Since exp p is a local diffeomorphism, an orthonormal basis of T p M induces local coordinates about p, which we shall denote as (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x d ) and are called geodesic normal coordinates. Using the Taylor expansion we can write the metric g in terms of these coordinates where R iklj is known as the Riemann curvature tensor:
The Euclidean metric on M = R d is the simple case where g ij = δ ij . Given a point p of a Riemannian manifold (M, g) with local neighbourhood U and geodesic normal coordinates (x 1 , ..., x d ) in the neighbourhood U , for sufficiently small radius r we can consider the intrinsic Euclidean ball B E r (p) as the radius r ball with respect to the metric g E on U where g E = i,j δ ij dx i ⊗ dx j . Let us denote the d − 1 dimensional unit round sphere as S d−1 . The canonical measure induced by the Riemannian density on the manifold M can be expressed in terms of the Euclidean measure |dvol g E | associated to the Euclidean metric:
The Ricci curvature tensor at a point p is given by Ric ij = − k R ikkj , and we can calculate that:
Our first volume approximations also apply to balls and spheres within a manifold with boundary which are wholly contained within the manifold, that is the centres lie far enough from the boundary. 
where s(p) = i Ric ii is the scalar curvature at p, and Vol(S r (p)) denotes the volume with respect to the induced metric on S r (p).
denote the norm of the Ricci tensor at p. For any ν > 0 there is a continuous choice of r ν > 0 such that for any smaller radius r ≤ r ν and any p ∈ M the following bounds hold on B r (p):
Using the polar decomposition of the volume of a ball we attain the following corollary:
Corollary 2.8.
[BO19] Let s(p) denote the scalar curvature and define s min (ν) = inf p∈M s(p)
Lemma 2.9.
[BO19] Let (M, g) be a compact Riemannian manifold of dimension d. For all ν > 0 there is a continuous choice of r ν > 0 such that for all r ≤ r ν , p ∈ M we have the following bounds hold on B r (p)
) be a compact Riemannian manifold of dimension d. Then there is some ν > 0 and r ν > 0 such that for all r < r ν and any two point with dist(p 1 , p 2 ) < 2r we have:
The proofs of these approximations can be found in the Appendix of [BO19] .
Let us now consider how we must adapt these approximations for balls intersecting the boundary. We may consider our manifold to be embedded in R D , for some D. Indeed, Nash's Imbedding Theorem [Nas56] guarantees existence of an isometric embedding. The manifolds we consider are smooth and compact and so in particular the reach of our manifolds is non-zero. We shall frequently consider the double manifold DM = M ∪ ∂M M associated to a manifold with boundary, since this gives us a canonical compact closed manifold in which M is embedded; M denotes here an identical copy of M . The following proposition provides an estimate for the volume of a ball centred near the boundary. where
Proof. Let us assume that the Riemannian metric is Euclidean, since we have seen above that this will only change the volume of our ball by a factor of order (1 − O(r 2 )). Let p denote the closest point on the boundary to c. We shall first bound the volume of the ball B 
where
, and δ = r − h. For sufficiently small q we have the trivial bounds 1 2 q ≤ G d (q) ≤ q, and so we see that:
Let us now estimate the error volume bounded between the boundary and T p M . Consider the local parameterization of ∂M projected on T p M using the local diffeomorphism exp p . Denote this local parameterization by e :
The error volume induced by the non-flatness of the boundary is then:
e(x)dx.
Using Theorem 2.12 we observe that e(x) = O(r 2 ) and so the error term is of order O(r d+1 ). Thus we attain the desired result that:
We can combine this result with Lemma 2.10 to similarly estimate the volume of intersecting balls lying close to the boundary.
If M is a smooth manifold with non-empty boundary then we call a neighbourhood of the boundary ∂M a collar neighbourhood if it is the image of a smooth embedding ∂M × [0, 1) → M and the embedding restricts to the identification ∂M × {0} → ∂M . A standard result (sometimes called the Collar Neighbourhood Theorem [Lee13] ) guarantees any smooth manifold with non-empty boundary has a collar neighbourhood. For small r the r-neighbourhood of the boundary denoted ∂M r , is a collar neighbourhood. It is straight forward to show that the volume of this collar neighbourhood Vol(∂M r ) ∼ rVol(∂M ).
Morse Theory

Morse Theory on Manifolds with Boundary
We start with a terse summary of Morse theory for manifolds with boundary. The upshot of this section is that given a suitable smooth function on the manifold we define the Morse complex in the same manner as in [Mil65] . This complex will compute relative homology H * (M, ∂M ) if the function attains a minimum on the boundary, and will compute absolute homology H * (M ) if the function attains a maximum on the boundary. In this setting we still have the classical Morse Lemma [SM64] for closed manifolds that asserts the existence of a coordinate system about each critical point for which the Morse function has a diagonal quadratic form. The index of a critical point is again given by the dimension of the negative eigenspace of the Hessian matrix H(p).
If we have a cobordism c represented by the smooth manifold triad (M ; V 0 , V 1 ) and a Morse function f : (M ; V 0 , V 1 ) → R then we can factor the cobordism as c = c 0 c 1 ...c d such that each c λ admits a Morse function with critical points all of index λ, and such that the critical points of c λ are in one to one correspondence with the index λ critical points of f .
Let the composite of the first λ cobordisms be represented by the manifold M λ , and for the edge case set
Theorem 3.4. (Theorem 7.4) [Mil65] With C * and ∂ defined as above, (C k , ∂) is a chain complex and moreover
In particular we will be interested in the case where we decompose the boundary trivially and so recover either
The use of Morse theory in our arguments will not rely on any knowledge of the boundary maps, and will solely be used to bound Betti numbers.
Morse Theory for Min Type Functions
Whilst regular Morse theory is concerned with smooth functions, the distance function associated to a point cloud on a Riemannian manifold is generally not smooth. However, the square of such a distance function is a min-type function for which a version of Morse theory has been developed [GR97] . A couple of technical Lemmas allow us to show that each germ of a min-type function has an essentially unique minimal representation. We use this canonical minimal representation to build the min-type version of Morse Theory.
where Conv denotes the convex hull 
One of the main results from [GR97] relates Morse min-type functions to smooth Morse functions. In essence the following Theorem says that a Morse min-type function can be ε-approximated by a classical smooth Morse function with the same number of critical points of the same index, and these points are arbitrarily close to the original critical points. 
Morse Theory for the Distance Function on a Compact Manifold with Boundary
In this section we seek to recover a Morse function on the triad (M, ∅, ∂M ) induced by the distance function of a point cloud on M . For x, y ∈ M and P a finite subset of M define distance functions
Lemma 3.11.
[BO19] Let (M, g) be a compact Riemannian manifold with boundary, then there exists a positive real number r mt > 0 such that for every finite sample of points P ⊂ M \ ∂M the distance function ρ 2 P is a Morse min-type function on the r mt neighbourhood of these points B rmt (P).
Proof. Given any point x ∈ M the distance function ρ 2 x is smooth, Morse, and strictly convex on some neighbourhood B rx (x). Since our metric g is smooth, r x may be chosen continuously. By compactness there is some positive r mt ≤ r x for all x ∈ M . Proposition 3.12. Let (M, g) be a compact Riemannian manifold with boundary and let P be a finite subset of M such that M ⊂ B r (P) for some r < rmt 2 . Then the critical points of the Morse min-type distance function ρ 2 P are in one to one index preserving correspondence with the critical points of a Morse function on the smooth manifold triad (M ; ∅, ∂M ).
Then the distance function ρ 2 P∪P is of Morse min-type on all of DM and hence, by the Approximation Theorem, has an -approximation by a smooth Morse function f on DM . As P is bounded away from the common boundary ∂M = ∂M by rmt 2 and M ⊂ B r (P) with r < Proof. Observe that for a Poisson process P n on M and fixed r < rmt 2 , it follows that M ⊂ B r (P n ) with high probability. Hence using Proposition 3.12 the point process P n induces a Morse min-type distance function ρ 2 Pn whose critical points recover the homology of M with high probability.
Let us consider the conditions for which a point of M is a k-critical point or non-degenerate regular point of the distance function induced by a finite set P ⊂ M .
For y ∈ P the local behaviour of ρ 2 P close to y coincides with ρ 2 y (x) = ρ 2 (x, y). Thus the minimal representation of ρ 2 P at y is ρ 2 (−, y), the submanifold G f is just M , and ∇ρ 2 y (y) = 0. So y is an NDC point of index 0.
For any p ∈ M \ P if there is a point y ∈ P strictly closer to p than any other point in P, then locally about p we have that ρ 2 P (x) = ρ 2 y (x) and ∇ρ 2 y (p) = 0. So p is an NDR point. Let p ∈ M be such a point with min y∈P ρ(p, y) achieved precisely at all p ∈ Y = {y 0 , ..., y k } ⊂ P. Then locally about p we have the minimal representation ρ
In order for p to be critical we require linear independence of the set {∇(ρ
i=0 which corresponds to saying that the set {y 0 , ..., y k } is generic. Further we require that at p we have 0 ∈ Grad(f ), which corresponds to p lying in the convex hull of the set {y 0 , ..., y k }. If these conditions are met, p is critical and the index of such a critical point will be k, as the point p attains a minimum of the distance function restricted to the submanifold G f at p.
In terms of theČech complex construction built on P, an index k NDC critical point with critical value r occurs at the point x ∈ M if x is the point of intersection of closed radius r balls about k + 1 points of P, and lies in their convex hull. We can thus identify index k critical points of the distance function with the introduction of k simplices to theČech complex at their respective critical values.
Let Y = {y 0 , ..., y k } ⊂ M and define the Y-equidistant sets:
The following result is a generalisation to Riemannian manifolds of the fact that k + 1 generic points in Euclidean space lie on a sphere of dimension k − 1. In particular we can associate a centre and radius to a collection of points which are sufficiently close together.
Lemma 3.14. [BO19] There is a positive r max < r mt such that if Y is generic with
In this case, we will refer to the point c(Y) as the centre of Y and to ρ(Y) := ρ Y (c(Y)) as its radius. The set Y = {y 0 , ..., y k } corresponds to an index k critical point of the distance function ρ 2 P with critical value ρ 2 (Y).
Asymptotic Coverage
In forming the upper threshold we need to understand the asymptotic coverage of a Riemannian manifold with boundary. We would like to understand the conditions under which B r (P) covers M w.h.p.
The paper Random Coverings [FN77] gives a comprehensive treatment of the asymptotic behaviour of the number of randomly chosen radius r balls required to cover a compact closed Riemannian manifold m times. The result is translated into a sharp coverage threshold in [BW17] , but again this result applies only to closed Riemannian manifolds. We use the coverage result of [BW17] to derive conditions (not necessarily sharp) for asymptotic coverage of a compact Riemannian manifold with boundary. A sharp coverage result for manifolds with boundary found in [Cha18] has come to our attention. Nevertheless, we include our coverage result which is sufficiently strong for our purposes and arises from a natural geometric argument.
Theorem 4.1. (Sharp Coverage Threshold) [BW17] Let M be a compact, closed, unit volume Riemannian manifold. Let P n be a uniform Poisson process on M of intensity n. Let B r (P n ) denote the r neighbourhood of the points P n and w(n) → ∞, then we yield:
Our coverage result below is not proposed as a sharp threshold but merely a threshold that suits our needs in subsequent proofs.
Corollary 4.2. (Coverage of Compact Manifold with Boundary)
Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold with boundary and C > 1 a constant. Let Q n be a uniform Poisson process on M with intensity n. If Λ = C log n, then the 2r neighbourhood of the Poisson process covers M w.h.p:
Proof. Our proof will be an application of the sharp threshold developed in [BW17] . Let C = 1 + δ then let us form the rescaled double manifold DM δ = M ∪ ∂M M δ where the metric on DM is smoothly rescaled so that Vol(M δ ) = δ and the metric on M is unchanged. Now consider a Poisson process P Cn of intensity Cn on DM δ . This restricts to a Poisson process
Let us define the following notation
δ coincides with the r-neighbourhood of x ∈ M . For points in the collar ∂M ×[0, r) we cannot make the same statement since the attachment of M δ may have introduced r-geodesics between points in the collar that were previously separated by a larger distance. The theorem follows immediately from the observation that:
Blaschke-Petkantschin Formulae
A key component of our later arguments and the arguments found in [BO19] is an integral formula which facilitates calculating bounds on the expected number of critical points of a distance function associated to a Poisson process on a Riemannian manifold. In this section we explain this change of variables formula and make appropriate adaptations to the case for Riemannian manifolds with boundary.
The Blaschke-Petkantschin formula in the Euclidean case
We first recall a derivation of the classical Blaschke-Petkantschin formula in the Euclidean case. Our derivation and Proposition 5.1, roughly follow Sections 2 and 3 of [Mil71] .
Let E d be a d-dimensional Euclidean space, and let (e i ) d i=1 be an orthonormal moving frame in E d , where for an infinitesimal rotation of the frame,
and set
Given r points {x i : i ∈ [r]} ⊂ E d , Miles derives heuristically the associated volume form
Furthermore, given the Grassmannian manifold Gr(r, d) with invariant measure dµ r,d (V ), Miles also derives
Using the above, the Blaschke-Petkantschin formula expresses the Euclidean volume form dV (
} in terms of the volume element associated to the r-plane containing
λ jk e k , and let Υ := det(λ jk ) > 0.
Proof. Given j ∈ [r] and i ∈ {r + 1, . . . , n}, we have
and multiplying on both sides above by
, we obtain the desired result.
Blaschke-Petkantschin formula for Riemannian Manifolds
Following [BO19] , we obtain a Riemannian generalization of the Blaschke-Petkantschin formula. The formula is valid for functions with support close to the diagonal of M k+1 . It enables us to reparametrise a (k + 1)-tuple of points near the diagonal of M k+1 into local coordinates about their centre. The change of variables has the following form:
y ←→ (c(y), u, V, w)
A (k + 1)-tuple of points in y ∈ M k+1 , is reparametrised by the centre of this tuple c(y), the distance of the points from their centre u, the k-plane in which the pre-image of the points lie in the tangent space at the centre V , and the k + 1 points of the (k − 1)-sphere upon which they lie w.
Suppose
with
Let 1 r (y) = 1{E rmax (y 0 , ..., y k ) = ∅ and ρ(y) ≤ r}. Note that this indicator function has support near to the diagonal of M k+1 and each tuple in the support of this function has a unique centre. It is shown in [BO19] , that {v i : i ∈ [k + 1]} have linear dependency and span a k-dimensional subspace V ⊂ T c(y) M when c(y) is a critical point. We yield the following change of variable formula.
Lemma 5.2 ([BO19]
). Let M be a compact closed Riemannian manifold with M ⊂ M a submanifold with or without boundary. Let r max be as in Lemma 3.14, and r < r max . Then there exists an invariant measure
Proof. First note that if M has positive codimension then both expressions are zero, so assume M has zero codimension. If y ∈ M k+1 is such that E rmax (y) = ∅, then the induced centre c(y) is uniquely defined (Lemma 3.14); hence:
where Y(c) := {y ∈ M k+1 | E rmax (y) = ∅ and c(y) = c}, and this union is disjoint (by uniqueness of the centre). Thus
Now fix c ∈ M with local normal coordinates (x 1 , . . . , x d ); for y ∈ Y(c) with ρ(y) ≤ r < r max (this last condition ensures that y i can be written as exp c (v i ), v i ∈ T c M and |v i | = u ≤ r, for all i ∈ [k + 1]), we find:
Note that we have the polar decomposition:
and so by the Blaschke-Petkantschin formula, since
hence, we deduce that
This shows that for c ∈ M
and thus the result follows.
The Blaschke-Petkantschin formula for Compact Riemannian Manifold with Non-Empty Boundary
Using the change of variable formula established in Lemma 5.2 for compact closed Riemannian manifolds we attain a formula for Riemannian manifolds with non-empty boundary. We note that our formula is altered near the boundary since we must restrict our integral in the tangent space to those points whose image under the exponential map remain in the manifold.
Lemma 5.3. Suppose that M is a compact Riemannian manifold with non-empty boundary, let DM be its double manifold and let M ⊂ M be a submanifold. Then we have:
Proof. We have
the double manifold DM is closed, hence applying the change of variables formula in Lemma 5.2 to the function
we find
which gives the lemma.
The Multivariable Blaschke-Petkantschin Formula
We require another change of variable formula in Section 8 in order to bound the variance of the number of critical points induced by a point process. We show how to bound a change of variable formula when integrating over two variables in M k+1 where M has non-empty boundary. This formula is already used (without proof) in [BO19] in the case where M is closed.
Lemma 5.4. Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold with non-empty boundary and let y 1 , y 2 ∈ M k+1 . Denote the respective centres by c 1 , c 2 . Define
Then there is some constant C M dependent solely on M for which the following bound holds:
Proof. We use the Blaschke-Petkantschin formula for integrals over one variable in M k+1 to attain the result. Given y 1 ∈ M k+1 and c 1 the induced center, let
Denote the above integral on the LHS by I, we have
We first compute the inner integral, for fixed c 1 ∈ M . Note that
o . By the Blaschke Petkantschin formula for manifolds with non-empty boundary, we then find
Using the compactness of M , the above is
Furthermore, using the Riemannian approximation results and polar decomposition, we have
The outer integral in the expression of I is estimated again with the Blaschke-Petkantschin formula for manifolds with non-empty boundary. Doing so and combining the result with the above expression for the inner integral of I yields the claimed formula.
Upper Threshold
In this section we produce an upper bound on the expected number of critical points induced by a Poisson process on our manifold. Similar to the argument presented in [BO19] we utilise an auxiliary radius r 0 and count critical points with critical value in the range [r, r 0 ). The auxiliary radius is chosen to be sufficiently large so that the r 0 neighbourhood of the Poisson process covers the manifold w.h.p., but is simultaneously sufficiently small so that the number of critical points with critical values in the range [r, r 0 ) is asymptotically zero. Let Λ = nω d r d denote the expected number of points of a Poisson process with intensity n inside a d-dimensional ball of radius r. Let β k (r) denote the k th Betti number of theČech complex associated to the submanifold B r (P n ). We shall count critical points of the associated Morse min-type function treating points close to the boundary and far from the boundary separately. 
To prove the above let us follow [BO19] in attempting to bound the number of k-critical points of the distance function associated to a Poisson process on M with critical value in the range (r, r 0 ]. Let us denote this set of critical points by C 
In what follows let P n denote a Poisson process of intensity n on DM with density function f = 1{x ∈ M }. Let us use the shorthand notation ∂M r0 for an r 0 neighbourhood of the boundary, and
Let us define the following indicator functions which we use to count critical points:
Then we can express the number of critical points as the following sum over generic Y ⊂ P n :
We can count the critical points in M r0 and ∂M r0 separately. Let us denote the critical points in ∂M r0 with critical value in the interval [r, r 0 ) as C ∂Mr 0 , and the critical points in M r0 with critical value in the interval [r, r 0 ) as C Mr 0 . The counting of the critical points C Mr 0 is not affected by the presence of a nontrivial boundary and so we can use the analysis of [BO19] 
Let us now condition on a given sample Y of k + 1 points of M with a view to then integrating over the whole double manifold. Recall B(Y ) denotes the ball centred at c(Y ) of radius ρ(Y ) in DM , and that the number of points in a given subset of a uniform Poisson process has Poisson distribution with parameter proportional to the volume of the given subset.
For sufficiently small r 0 we have the following lower bound for the volume of a ball with centre at distance δ from the boundary via Proposition 2.13:
Figure 2: The contributions to our lower bound for Vol(B(y) ∩ M ), are illustrated in this figure. Proposition 2.13 establishes that the shaded region has volume O(r d+1 ). We note that for δ < τ M (τ M the reach of the manifold) then the half-ball of radius δ contributes Note that e nO(r)Vol(B(y)) = O(1) since Λ r0 r → 0, and so we have an upper bound:
Using the Blaschke-Petkantschin formula from Section 5 with f (y) = h r,r0 (y)e −n 1 2 (Vol(B(y))+ωdδ d ) , c = c(y), u = ρ(y) and y = exp c (uw) we attain the bound:
Using compactness of the Grassmanian we can bound the final integral over (S 1 (V )) k by some maximising subspace. The parallelogram volume Υ d−k 1 (w) is taken over unit vectors and so bounded. Since our manifold is compact and g is smooth we may bound |det(g exp c (uwi) )| by some constant. (For details of the bounding constants see [BO19] ). Thus we yield for some constant C: 
Let us apply a change of variables s = u r and additionally separate our integral to integrate over the distance of the critical point to the boundary. We make a change of variables using the diffeomorphism ∂M r0 ∼ = ∂M × [0, r 0 ) given to us from the Collar Neighbourhood Theorem. Since our manifold is compact the Jacobian term introduced will be bounded by a constant which we absorb into the constant term C.
We may bound the first integral by a term O(n 
The last integral also has the form of an upper incomplete gamma function.
Absorbing surplus constants into the term C we attain: Let us defineβ k (r) = β k (r) − β k (M ) then use Lemma 6.2 to bound E[β k (r)]. Let's condition on the event E = {M ⊂ B r0 (P n )} that we cover our manifold with the radius r 0 neighbourhood of our Poisson Process.
Conditioning on E we get:
We can bound the term E[β k (r)|E]P(E) by observing that any non-trivial k-cycle in C r that is trivial in M must be annihilated by a (k + 1)-critical point in C ρ M k+1 (r, r 0 ). Thus assuming Λ → ∞, r = o(r 0 ) and Λ r0 r 2 0 → 0, using Lemma 6.2 we may bound this term by E[|C
The second term, E[β k (r)|E c ]P(E c ) can be bounded using an r0 2 -net to bound the non-coverage probability. Let us begin by bounding E[β k (r)|E c ]P(E c ). A coarse upper bound for β k (r) is the number of k-dimensional faces of C r :
Since P n is a Poisson process of intensity n then P(|P n | = m) = e −n n m m! and conditioned on {|P n | = m} we may write P n as a set of m independent uniformly distributed random variables χ m = {X 1 , ..., X m }
Let N be a 2 ball lies in M . We then use this net to bound the non-coverage probability:
Where s max is a constant intrinsic to the manifold as defined in Corollary 2.8. Thus we yield:
Calculating the asymptotic behaviour of r
given the conditions that r 0 ≥ r(
1/d and Λr → 0 we see:
. Then we note that P(E c ) = o(nΛ k e −Λ ) by an almost identical argument and so
Lower Threshold
In this section we shall find a lower bound for the expected Betti numbers of theČech complex C(n, r). We utilise the concept of a special type of critical point called a Θ-cycle defined in [BW17] . Such a critical point is guaranteed to induce a non-trivial cycle in the homology of the resultingČech complex. The lower bound shows that if the convergence of Λ → ∞ is sufficiently slow then, w.h.p theČech complex will have Betti numbers larger than that of the manifold. Thus we will attain a lower threshold for Λ. The paper [BO19] counts Θ-cycles on a general compact closed Riemannian manifold with critical values in the range (r 1 , r]. The auxiliary radius r 1 is chosen to be sufficiently small that there are a large number of critical points with critical value in the range (r 1 , r] but simultaneously sufficiently large that a Θ-cycle with critical value r 1 persists and remains a Θ-cycle in theČech complex at radius r.
The conditions that determine a critical point to be a Θ-cycle are all local conditions. As such we can replicate the analysis in [BO19] to count the Θ-cycles in a manifold with boundary which are sufficiently distant from the boundary. It transpires that this lower bound can be improved by counting a collection of cycles which occur close to the boundary, which we shall call Θ-like-cycles.
Let us proceed to define the conditions given in [BO19] that determine a critical point to be a Θ-cycle. Let Y ⊂ P ⊂ M be a generic subset of a point process on M inducing centre c(Y) and ε ∈ (0, 1). Let us denote the closed annulus in M by:
Intuitively a Θ-cycle is formed at critical point c when an annulus surrounding c is covered and the critical point c introduces a k simplex which cuts across this annulus and introduces an erroneous homological cycle. If our centre is close to the boundary, our annulus will be cut by the boundary and so we must modify the argument in [BO19] to apply to this case.
Lemma 7.1 is a slight modification of that presented in [BW17] and having taken into consideration that the critical point lies far from the boundary the proof follows identically. 
Suppose r 2 > r > 0 and that r 1 > r 1 − Let us use the following notation for indicator functions which track when a subset of (k + 1) elements Y ⊂ P induces an element of Θ ε k (r 1 , r).
Hence we may write Θ ε k (r 1 , r) as the sum:
Suppose ε > 0 is sufficiently small (independent of r and n), and r > 0 such that Λ → ∞, Λr 2 → 0. Then for suitably chosen r 1 , r 2 with r 2 > r > r 1 > 0 we have that:
The proof of the above lemma follows almost identically to the proof supplied in [BO19] .
Proposition 7.4.
[BO19] Suppose ε > 0 is sufficiently small, ω(n) → ∞, γ ∈ (0, 1) is fixed and Λ = log n + (k − 2) log log n − ω(n), then for all 1 ≤ k ≤ d − 1:
This Proposition is proven using a second moment argument based on Chebyshev's inequality and the details may be found in [BO19] .
The results from this section yield a lower threshold for Λ:
Proposition 7.5. Let M be a unit volume, compact, Riemannian manifold with boundary. Let Λ = log n + (k − 2) log log n − ω(n) then for all 1 ≤ k ≤ d − 1:
This threshold is identical to that found in [BO19] . We adapted the proof from [BO19] in order that we only counted Θ-cycles sufficiently far from the boundary that the local considerations did not detect the manifold had a boundary.
Lower Threshold Refined
We shall now adapt the argument counting Θ-cycles to establish that a large number of Θ-like-cycles are present close to the boundary. From this we can deduce a greater lower threshold. Let Θ ε,∂M k (r 1 , r) denote the number Θ-like-cycles of index k with critical value in the range (r 1 , r]. This type of critical point induces an erroneous homological cycle near the boundary and will be defined thoroughly below, (Definition 7.9).
Similarly to the previous section we count Θ-like-cycles with critical values in the range (r 1 , r] with auxilliary radius r 2 used as in the previous section to ensure a Θ-like-cycle with critical value r 1 remains a Θ-like-cycle at scale r.
Lemma 7.6. Let M be a unit volume compact Riemannian manifold with boundary. Suppose n → ∞ and r → 0 such that Λ → ∞, Λr 2 → 0 and suppose α = 1 2 + O((log n) −1 ). Then for all 1 ≤ k ≤ d − 1 we have that:
Heuristically a Θ-cycle is a critical point lying in the centre of a surrounding annulus, and thus induces a new cycle. For a critical point close to the boundary, the whole annulus is not contained in the manifold and so we define a Θ-like-cycle for this corresponding situation. The annuli which are cut by the boundary form a cup which for certain critical points give rise to non-trivial homological cycles. We shall identify which critical points introduce new homological cycles.
The argument to establish Lemma 7.6 in this section is fairly delicate and has the following structure. We first define a special class of critical points, Θ-like-cycles, and establish that these critical points introduce new spurious homological cycles near the boundary (Lemma 7.8). We then wish to bound from below the expected number of Θ-like-cycles. In order for a critical point to be a Θ-like-cycle we require that both a partial annulus surrounding the critical point is covered and that the simplex induced by the critical point is approximately tangential to the boundary. We define the partial annulus A (ϕ) ε (c) which is constructed in order that if the points inducing the centre all lie in this annulus then the simplex introduced by the critical point is approximately tangential to the boundary. Then for suitable ϕ the partial annulus is covered and so both conditions are met and the critical point c thus induces a Θ-like-cycle. 
Θ-like-cycles Induce Homology
Let us define a function ψ(Y, ϕ) for Θ-like-cycles that plays the same role as φ did for Θ-cycles:
Note that like φ, the term ψ(Y, ϕ), is not sensitive to the scale ρ(Y) in the sense that ψ(Y, ϕ) is dependent on the distribution of the points Y on the sphere centred at c(Y)) and so has a lower bound which does not scale with the critical value ρ(Y). We will sometimes abbreviate ψ(Y, ϕ) to just ψ.
Lemma 7.8. (Θ-like-cycles induce non-trivial homological cycles)
Let Y ⊂ P ⊂ M be a set of points inducing an index k critical point with critical value ρ and 1
Proof. We may assume P to be generic in the sense that the critical values of each simplex are distinct, so there is some ρ − < ρ such that C(P, ρ) = C(P, ρ − ) ∪ ∆ where ∆ is the k-simplex Y. Moreover the boundary ∂∆ ∈ C(P, ρ − ), and ∆ is not the face of any higher simplex in C(P, ρ) by the construction of theČech complex.
Suppose that ∂∆ is a boundary in C(P, ρ − ) so that ∂∆ = ∂γ for some k chain γ ∈ C(P, ρ − ). Then clearly ∆ − γ is a k-cycle in C(P, ρ). However ∆ − γ is not a boundary or homologous to another cycle since ∆ is not the face of any higher simplex in C(P, ρ), and so we introduce a new non-trivial k-cycle.
Thus it suffices to show that ∂∆ is indeed a boundary. Consider the natural map from the simplicial chains to the singular chains ι k : C k (C(P, ρ − )) → C k (B ρ− (P)). For sufficiently small ρ − , by the Nerve Lemma the induced map on homology is an isomorphism h k :
If ρ − is sufficiently close to ρ then given that Note that if ∂∆(Y) traverses the section of the annulus A ε that has been sliced away by the boundary for all ε > 0 then ψ(Y) = 0. We do not want to count the critical points induced by such Y since they do not introduce a non-trivial homological cycle. We sketch an example of a critical point inducing a Θ-like-cycle in Figure 5 , and in contrast also sketch an example of a critical point not inducing a Θ-like-cycle in Figure  6 . The annulus A ε is bounded by the spheres and we note that for sufficiently small ε the boundary of the 2-simplex associated to the critical point is contained in the annulus.
Θ-like-cycle Lower Bound Computation
Let us modify our indicator functions from the previous section to count Θ-like-cycles with critical values in the range [r 1 , r). We count cycles whose critical point lies at a distance to the boundary in the range [δ, 2δ], for suitably chosen δ.
Lemma 7.8 shows that these critical points introduce erroneous k cycles. Our δ will be chosen to be δ ∼ r log n . If P n is our Poisson process on M then we count the Θ-like-cycles with the following sum of indicator functions: 
r (Y, P n )
Partial ε-Annulus Coverage
Let us denote the probability of covering the partial ε-annulus of a critical point c(y) conditioned on the critical point having no points but y in an r 2 neighbourhood as:
As in previous sections we use Palm Theory (Theorem 2.4) applied to the Poisson process on M to attain an integral expression:
There is a tradeoff in the choice of ϕ and δ for maximising our lower bound for the expected count of Θ-likecycles. The expectation depends on ϕ in the support of the functions 1{ψ(Y, ϕ) ≥ ε}, 1{A
Increasing ϕ, augments the support of 1{ψ(Y, ϕ) ≥ ε} and diminishes the support of 1{A
The term 1{ψ(Y, ϕ) ≥ ε} determines that the points Y must lie in a hyperplane approximately tangent to the boundary, and the influence of this term on the lower bound is computed in the following section. Meanwhile the term 1{A (ϕ) ε ⊂ B ρ(Y) (P)} insists that the partial annulus is covered by the point process and is tracked by p ε,ϕ (y).
With a judicious choice of ϕ ∼ (log n) −1 and δ ∼ r log n we can show that the term p ε,ϕ (y) → 1 uniformly as Λ → ∞ for fixed ε.
Lemma 7.10. Let c be a critical point at distance δ from the boundary with δ ∈ [ r log n , 2r log n ], then for ϕ ∼ 1 log n the partial annulus at c is contained in the deformed annulus at c, then p ε,ϕ (y) → 1 uniformly as Λ → ∞ for fixed ε.
Proof. Let p ∈ ∂M be the unique point on the boundary closest to c, and let n ∈ T c M be the normal vector at such that exp c (n) = p. This induces the tangent hyperplane W at c; (W ⊂ T c M such that n · W = 0).
We shall first find θ such that A c (S r (c) ∩ ∂M ), then we define θ u to be twice the acute angle formed between u and W , and let θ = min U θ u . Thus for p the closest point on the boundary to c and q = exp c (u) we attain
Hence it follows that tan θ 2 ∼ 1 log n and thus θ ∼ 1 log n . Let C 1 , C 2 be constants such that C1 log n ≤ θ ≤ C2 log n . Let v be a unit vector making acute angle β with the tangent hyperplane W normal to n. Let the line leaving c in direction v meet the boundary at point q , that is q = exp c (Rv) ∈ ∂M for some scalar length R. We wish to bound β such that R ≥ 2r, see Figure 7b .
Assume ρ M (p, q ) < 3r else we are done by the triangle inequality. Using Theorem 2.12 we see that since dist(W, Rv) ≥ δ/2. Using basic trigonometry we observe that dist(W, Rv) = R sin β ≤ Rβ. Thus for β = This follows since we have shown R ≥ 2r and so u = exp c (tv) ∈ M , and moreover r 2 → r means for sufficiently large n the maximal radius is at least
and so there is a constant C dependent only on the metric g such that there is an
for all s ∈ S we have P n ∩ B ρ(1−ε/10) (s) = ∅. Conditioning on the event that {P n ∩ B r2 = ∅} we may thus bound p ε,ϕ from below: Since p ε,ϕ (y) → 1 uniformly as Λ → ∞ for fixed ε, we may remove the term p ε,ϕ from the integral and replace it by a constant.
The next term we shall attack in the lower bound is e −nVol(Br 2 (c(y))∩M ) . Using the result of Lemma 2.13 and the Blaschke Petkantschin formula we attain the lower bound: . We can bound from below the components of this integral using the fact that the manifold is compact. In particular:
Grassmannian Volume
We require subtle analysis to bound from below the contribution of the integrals over the Grassmannian. Let us define:
Taking sufficiently small r we may assume the determinant term is arbitrarily close to 1. Moreover given ψ(y, ϕ) ≥ ε it is clear the volume Υ(w) is bounded below by a term of order dist(A
Let us calculate a lower bound for the volume of the subspace of the Grassmannian Gr(k, d) for which the points inducing our centre must lie in order that c(Y) induces a Θ-like cycle of order k, see Figure 8 . Since we are using the invariant measure µ k,d on Gr(k, d) as in the Blaschke-Petkantschin Formula we can appeal to Theorem 13.1.5 from Stochastic and Integral Geometry [SW08] , and compute a bound for this volume using the action of SO(d) on Gr(k, d).
For sufficiently small r there is a unique closest point to c on the boundary p ∈ ∂M . Let n ∈ T c M be such that exp c (n) = p and let e d = n/ n be the unit vector normal to the boundary at c.
Define W to be a subset of the sphere in the tangent space at c as sketched in Figure 8 :
This induces a subset of the Grassmannian:
For our suitably chosen ϕ, a critical point induced by points lying in W will introduce a simplex which lies approximately tangential to the boundary and thus will induce a Θ-like-cycle. In order to calculate the volume of the associated subset of the Grassmannian W we shall use Theorem 7.11. Theorem 7.11. (Theorem 13.1.5) [SW08] Let G be a compact group operating continuously and transitively on a Hausdorff space E, and suppose G and E have countable bases. Let ν be a Haar measure on G with ν(G) = 1. Then there exists a unique G-invariant Borel measure ρ on E with ρ(E) = 1 defined by:
for arbitrary x 0 ∈ E.
We observe that the compact group SO(d) acts continuously and transitively on Gr(k, d). We can parametrise SO(d) with d 2 angles {φ i,j } 1≤i≤j≤d−1 [Hur97, DF17] . Let us briefly recall this parametrization. Denote the augmentation of vectors and matrices via a superscript a:
Recall the hyperspherical coordinate system of the unit d-sphere
Let π i denote the projection onto the i th coordinate.
We have an orthonormal basis
is the unit vector in the direction
. Let the rotation R d+1 (θ 1 , ..., θ d ) ∈ SO(d + 1) be the matrix:
Observe that R d+1 maps the standard basis vector e d+1 to the point
2 angles {φ i,j } 1≤i≤j≤d−1 as follows:
The Haar measure on SO(d) is then given up to normalising constant by:
Let P k denote the projection onto the k-plane x 0 . Observe that if
.., e k where e i are standard basis vectors. Using the inductive construction we observe that
Thus we attain the following estimate for µ k,d (W):
Thus we have a lower bound estimate for the Grassmannian volume in terms of the angle ϕ. Given a critical point c induced by Y ⊂ A We can compute a lower bound for the support of the term 1{ψ(y, ϕ) ≥ ε} by observing that:
The support of the term 1{w ∈ W ⊂ T c(y) M } may be bounded below using the Grassmannian volume calculation above and as observed in [BO19] the support of the term 1{φ(y) ≥ ε} is bounded below by a constant for fixed ε. Hence we conclude that for sufficiently small ε we have D ε k,ϕ = Ω((log n) −k ).
We can calculate a lower bound using this estimate and with r 1 = r(1 −
), r 2 = r(1 + ξ):
For ξ = Λ −1 we observe that asymptotically e −αΛr 2 = Ω(e −αΛ ) and so:
Thus we see that E[|Θ
In order to complete the argument for the lower threshold we will need to verify that the second-moment arguments in [BO19] carry over to our modified notion of a Θ-like-cycle, and so w.h.p. the number of Θ-like-cycles is bounded below by the same regime as the expected number of Θ-like-cycles.
Second Moment Calculations
We have attained a lower bound for the expected number of Θ-like-cycles near the boundary of the manifold. Let us now seek to show that w.h.p. the number of Θ-like-cycles is bounded below by this regime. Let us make the abbreviation Θ ε,∂M k = Θ ε,∂M k (r 1 , r). Using Chebyshev's inequality we observe that:
It suffices to show that the right-hand-side goes to zero. In bounding the variance we will be interested in the following term:
Let us separate the distinct situations in which the centres induced by Y i are either close together T 2 , or far apart T 1 . Let us define:
Thus we may express the variance as:
Using Palm Theory 2.4 to simplify the sums taken over (k + 1)-sized subsets we obtain:
Using the Palm Theory result given in Corollary 2.5 yields:
We bound the volume term using the results of Section 2.4:
. We now make two separate change of variables separating the cases where j = 0 and j = 0. We take the centre c(y 2 ) to be in polar coordinates around c(y 1 ). For details see Lemma 5.4 and Section 5 on Blaschke Petkantshin Formulae. Let us further partition our integral into two regions Ω a , Ω b :
Under the assumption that Λr → 0 and r 1 = (1 − 1 2c 2 g Λ 2 )r we attain:
We note that our largest bounding function is for the expectation E[I 0 ] and so we have the following bound for all j and for arbitrary ∈ (0, 1):
We may therefore use this same regime to bound E[T 2 ]. Let us choose =
−1 )), we calculate:
Thus we conclude that w.h.p. Θ
Conclusion
Collecting the results contained in the previous sections we attain thresholds in terms of Λ for the k th homological connectivity of a compact manifold with boundary M . For Λ greater than the upper threshold we recover the k th homology of M with high probability, and for Λ less than the lower threshold we do not recover the k th homology of M with high probability.
A recent coverage result from [Cha18] yields a sharp coverage threshold for Riemannian manifolds with boundary. For Λ = (2 − 2 d ) log n + 2(d − 2) log log n + w(n) the manifold is covered with high probability. Our result shows that the homological connectivity threshold for lower homology groups occurs before coverage. ≥ 2 log n. Using our Asymptotic Coverage result Theorem 4.2 we observe that M ⊂ B r0 (P n ) w.h.p. and so for sufficiently small r 0 , by the Nerve Lemma (H k (C(n, r 0 )) ∼ = H k (M )) w.h.p.
Moreover for Λ as described in the upper threshold we observe that nΛ k e −Λ , n
2 Λ → 0 so by Lemma 6.2 the expected number of k-critical and (k + 1)-critical points with critical value in the range (r, r 0 ] goes to zero: Λ = (2 − 2 d ) log n + 2k log log n + w(n), =⇒ nΛ k e −Λ = O n(log n) k n (2−2/d) (log n) 2k e w(n) → 0 Λ = (2 − 2 d ) log n + 2k log log n + w(n), =⇒ n
Using Morse Theory for manifolds with boundary we yield that H k (C(n, r)) ∼ = H k (C(n, r 0 )) w.h.p. since the probability of there being a critical point in the range (r, r 0 ] tends to zero, and thus H k (C(n, r)) ∼ = H k (M ) w.h.p. for Λ = (2 − 2 d ) log n + 2k log log n + w(n)
Proof. (Lower Threshold)
Recall that by Lemma 7.6 we have E[Θ ε,∂M k ] = Ω(e −αΛ nΛ k−2 r(log n) −(k+1) ) for α = 1 2 + O((log n) −1 ). The Second Moment Calculations verify that w.h.p. |β k (r)| = Ω(e −αΛ nΛ k−2 r(log n) −(k+1) ).
Then we note that for Λ = (2 − 
→ ∞
Thus for Λ in this regime the Betti numbers tend to infinity w.h.p. and so we do not recover the homology of M .
Having adapted the techniques from [BO19] in order to count critical points near to the boundary we have attained thresholds similar to those of the Homological Connectivity Theorem from [BO19] , applicable to compact, closed Riemannian Manifolds. 1 Λ = log n + k log log n + w(n), 0 Λ = log n + (k − 2) log log n − w(n),
The first point of similarity to note between Theorem 9.1 and Theorem 9.2 is that whilst neither Theorem identifies a sharp threshold, both identify the first order term for the transition to homological connectivity: (2 − 2 d ) log n and log n respectively. It is worth noting how the geometric differences between building ǎ Cech complex on a manifold with boundary, rather than a closed manifold, inform the differences in the coefficients of the terms in the homological connectivity thresholds.
Our analysis shows that the distance function of a Poisson point process yields a large number of critical points near to the boundary, and this results in the disparity between the constant factor of the first order terms. For a collection of points Y of the Poisson process to induce a critical point at the centre of these points c(Y), one requires that no other point of the Poisson point process lies in the ball of radius ρ(Y) centred at c(Y). The existence of critical points near to the boundary is made more likely by the fact that the ball of radius ρ(Y) centred at c(Y) is cut by the boundary, and so it is more likely that no other point of the Poisson point process lies in this cut ball. In the most extreme case the ball's volume is cut in half by the boundary and this introduces the factor of 2 in the leading term of the threshold. Since this phenomenon occurs only for critical points near to the boundary we have to scale our count by the volume of an r-collar neighbourhood of the boundary. This volume behaves like Vol(∂M r ) ∼ r ∼ ( The second order disparity is identified to lie in the range [(k − 2) log log n, k log log n] by Theorem 9.2 and in the range [2( 1 d −3) log log n, 2k log log n] by Theorem 9.1. The factor of 2 in the second order terms is again induced by the effect of the boundary cutting volumes in half. The second order term of the lower threshold is affected by counting special erroneous cycles which occur near the boundary which we call Θ-like-cycles. Since we only count points near the boundary, again a 1 d term is introduced to the coefficient of the second order term. The coefficient of the second order term is further impacted by a lower bound for the volume of a subset of a Grassmannian, and may be able to be improved if this bound is sharpened.
Relative homology. Here we studied the homological connectivity of a compact Riemannian manifold with boundary in terms of the absolute homology. Equally we could have chosen to study the homology of the manifold relative to its boundary. We could perform the same analysis to attain connectivity thresholds for the relative homology by counting critical points of a Morse function induced by the Point process. Recall that the Morse complex of the Morse function recovers absolute homology if our Morse function attains a maximum on the boundary, and relative homology if our Morse function attains a minimum on the boundary (Theorem 3.4). Thus the negative of the distance function from the point process would induce a Morse complex which calculates the relative homology.
Taking the negative of the distance function converts index k critical points into index d − k critical points. With this setup we lose the geometric interpretation that the Morse complex at scale r computes the homology of the union of radius r balls built around the point process. This correspondence is a result analogous to Lefschetz Duality combined with the Universal Coefficient Theorem for Cohomology for calculating the relative homology, which makes it clear that given H k (M ) and H k−1 (M ) we can compute
There is a geometric interpretation for the dual to our Θ-like-cycles when we consider the Morse complex of the negative of the distance function. For a Θ-like-cycle of index k we require a k-simplex to be introduced approximately tangential to the boundary. The corresponding orthogonal dual (d − k)-simplex crosses the part of the partial annulus cut by the boundary and introduces a new homological cycle when we take homology relative to the boundary. See Figure 6 , for an illustration of such a dual simplex which introduces a relative cycle. An r neighbourhood of the boundary P A finite sample of points of a manifold P, Q A Poisson point process B r (P )
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